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ASSIGNMENT TO REGIONS 

In execution of the provisions of resolution EBlO.ITf adopted by the 

Executive Board at its tenth session, which provided as follows : 

"The Executive Board
}
 . 

"Noting resolution ША5Л5 on assignment to regions； adopted 

by the Fifth World Health Assembly,
1 

"DECIDES to undertake at its eleventh session the requested 

study of the rules and criteria for determining the assignment of 

any territory to a geographical area, when the results of the 

enquiries to be carried out among interested Member States will • 

have become known,", 

the Director -General addressed a circular letter to States Mémbers on 16 Julj^ 

1952， requesting their opinions and comments. In order to assist governments 

in giving their opinions, the following items were put forward for consideration^ 

as enumerated in the plan drawn up by the Executive Board at its tenth session: 

"(a) health and technical aspects 1 

(b) economic aspects, including both financial ones and those 

relating tô problems of communication; 

(c) social aspects； 

(d) ge ographi ca.1 aspects ； 

(e ) admini s t rat ive с oris id e ra t i ons ̂  

1
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(f) relations between the various regions of WHO and regional 

agreements aoüc1viüei£L' by other ittewa&tiosaai .argâoiaations ； 

(g) any other considerations; 

(h) conclusions and recommendations 

This circular letter was also transmitted to the United Nations and to 

certain specialized agencies, drawing their attention to point (f) of the plan 

and requesting their comments thereon. 

The Director-General therefore has the honour to submit to the Executive 

Board for consideration the replies received Ъу him (Annex B). Such additional 

replies as are received will be circulated as addenda to this document. 

In order to facilitate the understanding of the replies (Annex B) to the 

circular letter of 16 July 1952 addressed to Governments, a copy of this circular 

letter is appended to this document (Annex A). 
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G.L. 22 1952 
OD. 20 

16 July 1952 

Sir, 

As you are no doubt already av/are, the Fifth ITorld Health Assembly 
approved the following resolution (A5/^/43) on 21 May 1952 s 

"With regard to Articles 44(a) and 47 of the Constitution, 

Considering the necessity of determining rules and criteria 
which permit the assignment of Member States, Associate Members 
and territories or groups of territories to the geographical 
areas determined in conformity with Article 44 of the Constitution； 

1. REQUESTS the Executive Board, in close collaboration with 
the Director-General, to undertake a thorough study of the rules 
and criteria for determining the assignment of any territory to a 
geographical area; 

2. DECLARES that this study should speçifically take the form 
of enquiries to be carried out among the interested Member States, 
in which opinions should be collected from duly qualified national 
authorities； 

3書 DECLARES that the Executive Board, after having considered 
the information collected in this way, should make a report to 
the Sixth World Health Assembly; and 

4. AUTHORIZES the Director—General, in the meantime, to take 
the necessary steps to provide services to territories not yet 
assigned to regions through the headquarters of the Organization 
under the title "Region undesignated"• However, Member States, 
Associate Members and territories or groups of territories for 
which a request for assignment to a region has been presented 
will be provisionally assigned -to the regional organization of 
their choice, pending the results of the study mentioned above.

tf 

Pursuant to this resolution the Executive Board adopted the 
resolution given below (EB10.R7) on 30 May 1952: 
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C.L. 22 1952 16 July 1952 

"Noting the resolution on assignment to regions adopted 
•by the Fifth World Health Assembly, 

DECIDES to undertake at its eleventh session the requested 
study of the rules and criteria for determining the assignment of 
any territory to a geographical area, when the results of the 
enquiries to be carried out among interested Member States will 
have become known,” 

In implementation of the two above resolutions I have the honour 
to request you to send me, by 1 November 1952 at latest, any coiranents, 
observations or suggestions which you may wish to make concerning the 
rules and criteria which should govern the assignment of any territory to 
a geographical area, defined under the provisions of Article 44 of the 
"TOO Constitution. 

In this connexion, I would remind you that the definition of 
geographical areas provided for in the above Article of the Constitution 
was carried out by the First World Health Assembly, which established the 
following regions : I. Africa; Ц America; III. South-East Asia； 
IV. Europe； V• Eastern Mediterranean; VI. Western Pacific. 

This arrangement was embodied in resolution WHAl. 72, included in the 
"Handbook of Resolutions and Decisions of the World Health Assembly and 
Executive Board" (First Edition, p.153)

1

- This division of the world 
into six regions was accompanied by a territorial and political description 
of each region» 

The method employed for the definition of each region was not uniform. 
Thus the American and European regions were defined as including the 
whole of the continents concerned: on the other hand, the definition of 
the African region was based partly on the selection of certain political 
frontiers and partly on that of pn^ely geographical frontiers; as 
cçncerns the regions of the Eastern Mediterranean, South-East Asia and 
Western Pacific, the method employed was to enumerate the States and 
Territories to coinprise them. 

During subsequent World Health Assemblies there were assigned to 
regions certain States and Territories which had not been expressly 
designated as being assigned to one uf the regions given above, or which 
were not included therein by definition^ their stated preference having 
been taken into consideration; otherb, on the other hand, were transferred 
at their request from the region to which they had originally been 
assigned to another region. This was established by various resolutions 
which are reproduced in the "Handbook oi Resolutions and Decisions", 

1

 See also Official Records, No.13， pp. 330-331 
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pp. 153 to 155, as well as by recent resolutions approved by the 
Fifth Health Assembly^

2 

On examining these texts it can be seen that preceding Health 
Assemblies defined the geographical areas without precisely delimiting 
their corresponding territorial extent, and without an exhaustive 
enumeration of the States or Territories which were to form part of 
each region^ 

In dealing with certain special cases it appeared that the Fixth 
Health Assembly wished to replace the empirical procedure so far employed 
by a rational method, which still remains to be found. This has given 
rise to the study now being undertaken, to which all the Member States 
of the Organization are requested to contribute. 

In order to find criteria and rules making it possible to establish 
a satisfactory system, it will be necessary to take numerous and 
important factors into consideration; but the bringing together and 
the comparison of the various points of view expressed concerning the 
different aspects of the problem will only be possible and of value if 
all the governments approached agree, for their mutual benefit, to follow 
an identical plan in giving their opinions. This plan, as drawn up by 
the Executive Board at its tenth session, is indicated below： 

hèalth and technical aspects; 

b) economic aspects, including both financial ones and those 
relating to problems of communication； 

social aspects； 

d) geographical aspects; 

administrative considerations； 

relations betweten the various regions of WHO and regional 
agreements concluded by other interna七ional organizations； 

g) any other considerations} 

h) conclusions and recommendations. 

念 See (a) Resolution А5Д/44: Assignment of the United Kingdom of Libya 
to the Eastern Mediterranean Region; (b) Resolution A5/R/46: Temporary 
admission of Turkey into the European Region. 
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Replies which reach roe in good time vdll be communicated to the 
Executive Board and vdll enable the latter to submit its report； as ' ' 
requested to the Sixth Health Assembly. 

I have the honour 'to be, 

Sir, 

Your obedient Servant, 

Brock Chisholm, M.D. 
Director-General 
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I. EEPLIES RECEIVED FROM GOVEEKMENTS 

Б1ШМА Letter dated 7 August 1952 

I have the honour to acknowledge the receipt of your letter No. CL.22-1952, 
dated the l6th July 1952 concerning rules and criteria which should govern the 
assignment of any territory to a geographical area, defined under the provisions 
of Article kk of the World Health Organization Constitution, and to say that the 
matter is receiving attention. 

CANADA ~ Letter dated 15 November 1952 

Although the Canadian authorities recognize the importance of the points 
included in the plan set out on page 5 of your circular letter, I have the honour 
to suggest that these matters are better judged by the government of the country 
concerned or； in the case of a territory not having responsibility for its 
international relations, by the government of the country responsible for those 
relations. It is the view of the Canadian authorities, therefore, that the 
preference of the government of a country, or the government responsible for the 
international relations of a territory, taken in the light of the criteria 
suggested in categories (a) to (g) in the closing portion of your letter, should 
be the determining factor when a country or territory is assigned to a region. 
It is understood, however, that any assignment to a region will Ъе subject to 
the over-riding consideration that such assignment is administratively practicable 
from the point of view of WHO. 

CEYLON - Letter dated 10 October 1952 

I have the honour to acknowledge the 
of l6th > Jttly 1992 у contents of wbich have 
Qavermsenb -Ы -̂ no comments to offer. 

receipt of your letter Wo. CL.22-1952, 
been noted, and to inform you that this 

CUBA - Letter dated 15 August 1952 

THE MINISTRY OF STATE has the honour to acknowledge receipt of communication 
CL.22-1952, 0D-20 of l6 July last from the Director-General of the World Health 
Organization concerning resolution А5/ЕД3 adopted on 21 May by the Fifth World 
Health Assembly on the subject of the necessity for determining rules and criteria 
to govern the assignment of Member States^ Associate Members and territories or 
groups of territories to the geographical areas determined in conformity with 
Article kk of the Constitution. 



the Republic of Cuba thanks the Director-General of 
for this information.

 : 
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THE MINISTBT OF STATE has the honour to acknowledge receipt of communication 
CL.22-1952, 0D-20, of 16 July last， from the Director-General of the World Health 
Organization, giving the text of resolution А5/вДЗ adopted on 21 May 1952 "by the 
Fifth World Health Assembly, and of resolution EBlO/к/Т adopted on 30 Шу 1952 
Ъу the Executive Board, vith regard to rules and criteria governing assignment to 
particular geographical regions. 

The Ministry of State thanks the Director-General of the World Health 

Organization for this information. 

DOMINICAN REEUBLIC - Letter dateâ 1 August 1952 

We have pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your letter ÇL.22-1952, 0D-20 
Of 1 6 July 1952, referring to the World Health Organization's report, and would 
inform you that this Department has duly, noted its contents. 

EL SALVADOR - better dated 18 September 1952 

工 hav.e pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your communication CL.22-Í952, 
OD-20 of 16 July in which you inform me that the Fifth World Health Assembly 
adopted Resolution А5/ЕД5 on 21 May 1952. The contents of your communication 
have Ъееп noted by me and referred to the Ministry of Public Health and Welfare 
for action - • 

. . . . 

FINLAND - Letter dated 11 October 1952 

With reference to your letter of l6 July 1952, No. CL.22-1952. OD-20, whereby 
you requested the Member States of the World Health Organization to present their 
views concerning the rules and criteria for determining the assignment of Meniber 
States, Associate Members and territories to the geographical areas, I have the 
honour to inform you that Finland has no comments, observations or suggestions 
to offer on. this subject. ' 

The Ministry of State of 
the World Health organization 

CUBA - Letter dated 30 August 

\ 



FRANCE • Letter received on 6 November 1952 

In your circular letter No. CL22-1952, of 16 July, you requested me to 
communicate to you, before 1 November next, the French Governments observations 
or suggestions concerning the rules and criteria which should govern assignment 
of any territory to one of WHO's geographical regions. 

I have the honour to inform you that, in the opinion of the French Government, 
the determining factor in assignment of a territory to one of the regions of the 
Organization should remain that which has so far been accepted by the World 
Health Assembly with satisfactory results, namely, the desire expressed by the 
Member State or Associate Member or, in the case of territories not responsible 
for the conduct of their international relations, by the responsible State. 

It seems to us that the authorities of the interested State are the best 
Judges of the solution to this problem most likely to facilitate complete 
application of WHO programmes. 

It may also Ъе assumed that such States will contribute all the more readily 
to the implementation of the said programmes if their wishes with regard to 
assignment to region have been respected. 

It is to be understood, of course, that in exercising its right to choose 
the region to which it desires to adhere, a State must bear in mind the exigencies 
of effective administration by WHO in the region in question. 

ШАТИША • Letter dated 1 September 1952 

I have pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your letter CL.22-1952， 0D-20 
of 16 July last, in vhich you transmit to me the text of resolution А5/ЕДЗ 
adopted by the Fifth World Health Assembly and of resolution EB10/R7 adopted 
by the Executive Board, on the subject of the assignment of Member States, Associate 
Jferabers and territories or groups of territories to particular geographical regions. 

It is noted that you also invite my Government
1

 s observations or suggestions 
concerning the rules and criteria vhich should govern assignment of any territory 
to a geographical region. 

INDIA - Letter dateâ 29 September 1952 

With reference to your letter No. CL.22-1952 0D-20, dated 16 July, 1952, on 
the subject mentioned above, I am directed to say that the Government of India 
agree that the WHO should lay down rational criteria for determining assignment 
of countries to WHO regions • Uutil now ad hoc decisions have been given by-
different Assemblies sometimes resulting in assignment of countries to regions 
outside their geographical areas. However, to avoid old arguments being revived, 
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it is suggested that no changes need Ъе made in the existing assignment of 
countries to the WHO regions unless a country requests re-assignment under 
criteria now to be laid down for deciding questions of assignment to regions. 
In regard to new applicants for assignment to regions, the comments of the 
Government of India according to the plan suggested in the penultimate paragraph 
of your letter mentioned above are as follows : 

(a) When a country applies for assignment to a region, identity or similarity 
of the Health and technical aspects of its problems with those of other countries 
of its geographical area

}
 should be considered to Ъе a very important factor, 

in deciding its assignment to the region. 

(b) Economic aspects, including both financial ones and those relating to 
problems of communications, should be given due consideration when deciding 
assignment of countries to a region. 

(p) Social customs and habits of people have a great bearing on public health 
practice in a country. This aspect therefore should be given due consideration 
when deciding assignment of countries to a region. 

(d) Geographical aspects demand primary consideration. More often than not, 
geographical nearness of countries determines the pattern of social, health and 
economic development in those countries. Similarity of problems is usually the 
rule in neighbouring countries. Therefore, unless other more weighty reasons 
require different action， geographically near countries should be assigned to the 
same region. 

(e) Administrative considerations should Ъе given due weight. Wherever 
administratively convenient, countries should be assigned to a common region. 
This would make for efficient working of progratomes at lower costs • However, 
observance of this criterion should not violate the criteria (а)，（Ъ), (с) & (d) • 

(f) As regards this item (relation between th© various regions of Щ0 and 
regional agreement concluded by other international organizations) if it is 
intended to fit the composition of WHO regions with the regional pattern of other 
international organizations, there need be no objection to laying this down as one 
of the criteria, provided it does not clash with the criteria (a) to (e). 

(g) WHO being primarily a technical organization, political considerations should 
find no place in the decisions on applications from countries for assignment to 
regions• 

(h) The criteria mentioned above should be considered of importance in the order 
indicated below when deciding questions of assignment of countries to regions : 



(d) geographical aspects; 

(a) health and technical aspects； 

(c) social aspects; 

(b) economic aspects, including both financial ones and those 
of communications5 

(e) administrative considerations； 

(f) relations between the various regions of WHO and regional agreements 
concluded by other inter orgánizations. 

IRAQ - Letter dated 14 August 1952 

I have the honour to refer to your letter CL.22-1952, 0D-20, dated 16 July 
1952 concerning rules and criteria which permit the assignment of Member States, 
Associate Members and territories or groups of territories to geographical areas 
and to inform you that the Government of Iraq supports the plan drawn up by the 
Executive Board at its tenth session. 

ITALY - Letter dated it- December 1952 

With reference to your letter CL.22 of l6 July last, the Italian Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs has instructed me to communicate to you its observations with, 
regard to the questi.on of assignment of Member States, Associate Members and 
other territories to specific geographical regions, in accordance vith Article 紅红 
of the Constitution. 

The Italian Government is of the opinion that it is not desirable to attempt 
to establish too rigid rules and criteria. 

Above all, the expressed desires of Member States should be borne in mind, 
if there is 110 counter-indication from the sanitary point of view， i.e., if 
epidemiological, social and economic conditions are similar to those existing 
in the region in question, and if communications with the regional office 
headquarters do not present serious difficulties. 

JORDAN - Letter dated 17 August 1952 

I feel that this matter should be discussed again by the Sixth World Health 
Assembly. 
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LUXEMBOURG - Letter dated 21 November 1952 
, . . . . .•• • 

With reference to your letter CL.22-1952， 0D-20, dated 16 July 1952， I have 
the honour to inform you that the Government of the Grand Duchy is of opinion 
that for the purpose of applying the provision of Article of the Constitution 
of the WHO, a State or a territory should Ъе assigned to the region designated 
by its Government or Ъу the Government responsible for the conduct of its 
international relations, on condition that the State or territory in question be 
in close proximity to the region in which it wishes to be included. 

NETHERLANDS - Letter dated 11 November 1952 

In reply to your letter dated. 16 July 1952 concerning criteria and rules 
for determining the assignment of any territory to a geographical area I may 
submit to you the following remarks. 

To my mind there should not be questions of "assignment" of countries to 
regions. 

Basing myself on Article bk of the Constitution ^The Health Assembly shall 
from time to time define the geographical area in which it is desirable to 
establish a regional organization"

}
工 feel that it is for the World Health' 

Organization to define geographical areas with a view to establish, regions» 
Formally speaking, no countries are "assigned" to belong to a certain region^ 
but the formal act is to modify the delineation of a region, if a country wants 
to join another region than that to which it used or was supposed to belong. 

On these grounds the Netherlands have raised no objection when Pakistan, 
Indonesia, Greece and Turkey expressed their wishes as to their regions : they 
all could Ъе considered as to belong either to the one or to the other region and 
the only criterion for the decision was their own wish to belong to a specific 
region. 工 therefore regret that in the resolutions of the World Health Assemblies 
and of the Executive Board the word "assignment" is being used, which is liable 
to endanger the principle laid down in Article 红红 of the Constitution which aims 
at the establishment of regions on geographical considerations-

Concluding I feel that WHO should- not proceed to determining a territory to 
a regijon on the basis of the points set out on page 5 of .your letter. By taking 
into account the points a) - h) each "assignment" might be subject to difficult 
and dangerous discussions. It should be left to the discretion of the territory 
in question to choose the region to which it wishes to belong; if it is 
responsible for its international relations, respectively to the discretion of 
the country vfh^oh is responsible for the international relations of the territory 
in question. 



PANAMA - Letter dated 5 September 1952 

I have pleasure in acknowledging receipt of your communication CL.22-1952 
of 16 July last, in which you quoted the Fifth World Health Assembly's resolution 
А5/ВД5 with regard to the rules and criteria which should govern assignment of 
any territory to a geographical region, in application of the provisions of 
Article of the WHO Constitution. 

I would inform you that the above-mentioned communication has been passed to 
the competent Ministry of Labour, Social Welfare and Public Health and I shall 
have pleasure in communicating with you further in due course. 

SWITZEELAIH) - Letter dated 2b October 1952 

In your letter of 16 July 1952 addressed to the Federal Public Hygiene 
Service, you requested the opinion of the competent Swiss authorities regarding 
the question of assignment of Member States, Associate Members and territories or 
groups of territories to particular geographical regions, in conformity with 
Article of the World Health Organization Constitution. In order to facilitate 
comparison of the various views expressed, you requested us to formulate our reply 
on the basis of the ten-point plan prepared by the Executive Board at its sixth 
session. 

After careful examination of all aspects of the problems, we have arrived at 
the conclusion that it is extremely difficult to analyse the technical factors 
involved in automatic assignment so long as there exist no precise regulations 
with regard to delineation of the World Health Organization's regions. In fact, 
such delineation, fixed by the first World Health Assembly on the basis of 
political (Europe/America) or geographical (Africa/Asia) considerations, or even 
by simple enumeration of countries and territories (Mediterranean), is in itself 
subject to change (cases of Greece, Indonesia .and Turkey). 

Furthermore, it seems to us impossible to lay down strict rules concerning 
countries on the borders of two regions, on the basis only of the circumstances 
mentioned by the Executive Board, since in fact special conditions exist in each 
case. If, however, the Assembly admits the necessity for varying criteria there 
can Ъе no progress bôyond the present system in the case of territories which, on 
account of their situation, may with equal justification Ъе assigned to one 
geographical region or another. 

Under these circumstances, we consider that the problem of assignment to 
existing regions should be solved once and for all by accepting as the determining 
factor the free choice registered Ъу the authority competent - according to the 
Constitution or to standing agreements - to express an opinion on behalf of the 
interested country or territory, on condition that the choice made is reasonable 
and does not prejudice the interests of the Organization. 
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UNITED KINGDOM - Letter dated 16 October 1952 

I am directed by the Minister of Health to refer to your letter of l6fch J'aly 
requesting the views of Her Majesty's Government with regard to the rules and 
criteria which should determine the assignment of any territory to a Eegion of 
the World Health Organization. “ 

After careful consideration of the contentis of your letter Her Majesty's 
Government are of the opinion that the points enumerated on page 3 pf your' letter 
do not provide a suitable basis for determining, through the machinery of the 
World Health Assembly, the assignment of a territory to a region of the Organization. 
H e r

 Majesty's Government consider that the only criterion which should determine 
such assignment should be the wishes of the Government of the territory concerned, 
or, in the case of a territory not having responsibility for its international 
relations, of the country responsible for these relations, provided only that 
the desired assignment is administratively practicable from the point of view of 
the World Health Organization. 

Her Majesty's Government would point cut that the criterion suggested above 
would appear to have been followed in the general delineation of the regions of 
.the Organization with, results which have proved generally satisfactory. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Letter dated 29 O&tober 1952 

The Secretary of State of the United -States of America presents his compliments 
t o t h e

 Director-General of the World Health Organization at Geneva and acknowledges 
the receipt of his letter dated l6 July 1952，concerning the rights and obligations 
of Associate Members of the Woria Health Organization, and his letter of the same 
date concerning rules and criteria which should govern the future assignment of 
any territory to

:

geographic areas as defined for purposes of regional organization. 
It is noted that the observations of the United States Government with respect to 
the subject matter of these letters were requested by 1 November 1 9 5 2 . The. 
questions raised in these communications are at present under active consideration 
Ъу this Government and it is expected that replies will be forwarded within the 
next month. . 
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II. REPLIES EECEIVED FEOM ASSOCIATE MEMBERS 

MOROCCO - Letter dated Ik November 1952 

In your communication CL.22-1952, 0D-20 of 16 July 1952 you requested me to 
make suggestions with regard to the rules and criteria governing the assignment 
of Member States or Associate Members of the World Health Organization to tbe 
Organization's geographical regions. 

I have the honour to inform you that, in my opinion, the main determining 
factor for assignment to a region should be the expressed wish of the Member State 
or Associate Member concerned. 

In fact, each separate State concerned is alone able to assess the various 
technical, sanitary, economic, geographic and social factors involved in its 
desire to be attached to a particular regional office. Moreover， the application 
of WHO's various -programmes will Ъе facilitated by co-operation in each region 
between States which have the same problems to solve. 

TUNISIA - Letter dated 5 November 1952 

It may be assumed that when a Member State expresses a wish to Ъе assigned 
to a particular region that State will have thoroughly examined all the questions 
involved in such a choice^ i.e. health, economic, geographic, social， financial, 
administrative factors

9
 etc. Consequently^ the best and simplest rule to apply 

in the assignment to regions would be that of compliance with the wishes of the 
Member State concerned, on condition that they were not incompatible with the 
normal functioning of a particular regional organization, as defined in Article 50 
of the WHO Constitution. 
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III. REPLIES RECEIVED FEOM THE UNITED NATIONS AND 

SPECIALIZED AGENCIES 

UNITED NATIONS - Letter dated 20 August 1952 

I am directed by the Secretary General to acknowledge the receipt of your 
letter of 22 July Í952 concerning possible criteria for determining the assignment 
of a State or territory to a particular geographical area The following 
information concerning the experience of the Economic and Social Council as 
regards the definition of the geographical scope of regional economic commission 
may be of some use to you in making your study: , 

As the general definition of "Europe" is non--eontroversial, 
the terms of reference of the Economic Commission for Europe, as 
established by the Council, do not go beyond stating that "the 
members of the Commission are the European Members of the United 
Nations and the United States of America" (E/2152, p.98, para.7). 
Turkey is included in this definition. 

The terms of reference of the Economic Commission for Latin 
America stipulate that "the geographical scope of the Commission's 
work is the twenty Latin American States Members of the United 
Nations, participating territories in Central and South America 
which have frontiers adjoining any of these States, and participating 
territories in the Caribbean areas" . (E/2152, p. 102, рагаЛ), ” 

The territories of Asia and the Far East are referred to in 
ECAIE's terms of reference as "Brunei, Burma, Cambodia, Ceylon, 
China， Federation of Malaya, Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Japan, 
Korea, Laos, Nepal, North Borneo, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sarawak, 
Singapore, Thailand and Viet-Nan" , (E/CN/ll/Eev.^, p 2，para.2). 

Membership in the regional economic commissions as laid down 
Ъу the Council, however, includes countries outside the geographical 
scope of their work; thus the US is a member of ECE； membership in 
ECLA is open not only to Members of the United Nations in North, 
Central and South America and in the Caribbean area but also to France, 
the Netherlands ana the United Kingdon; and Australia, France, the 
Netherlands, New Zealand, the USSR, the United Kingdom and the USA are 
members of ECAFE “ 

In 19b8, the Council established an Ad Hoc Committee to consider 
the factors bearing upon the establxshment~of~S'n Economic Commission 
for the Middle East which in turn established a sub-committee on the 
geographical delineation of the area. In the course of the sub-
committee's discussions, it became evident that its members thought 
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it was not possible to draw up a definition of the area based purely on 
geographical criteria; all agreed that the economic factors should be 
taken into account, and certain members emphasized the historical, 
cultural and social factors. The report of this sub-committee is 
contained as an annex to the report of the Ad Hoc Committee on the 
Proposed Economic Commission for the Middle East to the ninth session 
of the Council (E/I360)• 

The M Hoc Committee recommended that the geographical scope of 
the pr opo^d"c^ranis s ion

1

 s work "shall Ъе the territories of the members 
of the Commission as well as the Non-Self-Governing Territories and the 
territories of States in the Arabian Peninsula, the Eastern Mediterranean, 
and North East Africa, admitted by the Commission as associa： e members 
or in a consultative capacity The members of the Commission shall 
in the first instance Ъе the following members of the United Nations : 
Afghanistan, Egypt, Ethiopia, Greece, Iran, Iraq, Lebanon, Saudi-Arabia, 
Syria, Turkey and Yemen"i (See E/1560, para, 21, para. 6 and page 20， 

para. 3) 

FOOD AND AGEICULTUEE OBGANIZATIOH OF THE UNITED NATIONS - Letter dated 8 August 1952 

I have the honour to acknowledge receipt of your letter of 22 July 1952 
forwarding the text of a circular letter (No. CL.22-1952) addressed to all States 
Members and Associate Members of the World Health Organization, concerning the 
assignment of States Members, Associate Members and other territories to geographical 
areas. You expressed the wish to receive any conments or suggestions that I might 
desire to make on behalf of FAO regarding the plans now being made in that respect 
by your Organization. 

The Fooâ and Agriculture Organization has been led to set up Regional Offices 
for the purpose of serving the main geographical areas of the world where FAO is 
active. The assignment of our various States Members to these Regional Offices 
has been done on an aâ hoc basis and so far we have not been requested by our 
Conference to apply âifiiîïte rules and criteria in defining the areas of competence 
of our Regional Offices. 

I do not believe that such a request is likely to be formulated. Our Regional 
Offices are merely administrative outposts, established to facilitate liaison 
between Headquarters and the various regions. They are being used increasingly 
as convenient centres from which to conduct our activities of a regional character, 
and the Heads of these Offices have the responsibility of watching developments 
within their respective regions and of establishing contacts with Governments. 
However, because of the technical nature of these activities, it has not been 
found necessary to use detailed criteria in determining the exact delimitations of 
the areas of competence of our Regional Offices. In reality, we have rather 
endeavoured to adapt our network of offices anâ sub-offices to appropriate groups 
of countries, not merely from geographical considerations but also with regard to 
agricultural conditions, social backgrounds and cultural traditions. 
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Close contact is maintained between these offices which overlap in most areas. 
At least in two cases we have had countries assigned to more than one Regional 
Office. 

Even when convening regional meetings of Government representatives, ad hoc 
arrangements are required since the purpose of each meeting always influences the 
selections of the countries to be invited. 

Should we ever Ъе ！faced with, a request that our Eegiona.1 arecis of competence 
Ъе carefully delimited on rational principles, I confess that 工 would Ъе extremely 
embarrassed. Political factors would undoubtedly loom large in the solution of 
the problem, although these would, of course, be presented under cover of economic 
and technical considerations. The solution of conflicting views between our 
Member Nations might lead to the breaking up of large regions into smaller 
geographical areas which, I believe, would be unfortunate. 

I fully realize that the above comments will not Ъе of nuch use to you in 
reporting to the Executive Board of WHO, but pm- experience is not such that I can 
offer any more valuable suggestions. 

INTERNATIONAL MOÏÏETAEY FUND - Letter dated 6 August 1952 

Your letter of 22 July raises the question of classification of countries by 
geographical groups, and asks our comments on proposals made in this regard by the 
World Health Organization Executive Board. 

This matter has been given some thought here, but we have no specific comments 
to offer at this time. It is, of course, probable that a grouping of countries 
•which would Ъе suitable for, say, agricultural or health purposes would not 
necessarily Ъе the grouping most suitable for political or financial purposes. 
Accordingly uniformity in these matters as amongst the specialized agencies does 
not appear absolutely necessary. 

However, for the sake of convenience, it would be useful to have as great a 
uniformity of terminology in this respect as is practicable and we should be pleased 
to learn more of the results of World Health Organization consideration of this 
problem. 

INTERNATIONAL LABOUR OFFICE - Letter dated 31 July 1952 

I have the honour to thank you for your letter of 22 July 1952 with which you 
enclosed a copy of a circular le'tter addressed to all States Members and Associate 
Members of the World Health Organization concerning the assignment of States Members, 
Associate Members and other territories or groups of territories to geographical ‘ 
areas in accordance with Article of the Constitution. At the same time you 



kindly drew the Director-General
1

s attention to the action taken in this matter 
by the Executive Board of the World Health Organization at its Tenth Session and 
invited him to make any comments or suggestions that he might wish to make on 
behalf of the International Labour Organization. 

In reply, I am to inform you that the Director-General does not at the present 
time consider that there is any comment or suggestion relating to this subject 
which he could usefully make on behalf of the International Labour Organization. 

UNITED NATIONS EDUCATIONAL, SCIENTIFIC AND CULTÜEAL ORGANIZATION - Letter dated 

29 August 1952 . 

I have the honour to acknowledge and thank you for your letter of 22 July 
I952 concerning the assignment of States Members, Associate Members or other 
territories or group of territories to geographical areas. 

As you know Unesco is> for various reasons, far from baving reached the 
degree of centralization attained by the World Health Organization. 

At its Sixth Session (Paris 1951), the General Conference considered a "Eeport 
by the Director General on the means and degree of decentralization deemed most 
advisable in the field of the Organization's activities". It then adopted a 
resolution (3O.3I) Ъу which it approved in principle "the progressive establishment 
of an efficient network of offices adapted to the specific needs of regions distant 
from Headquarters". It also requested the Director-General to study the problems 
involved in the creation of such offices, to consult Member States on financial 
and practical questions related to it and to report to the Seventh Session in 1953• 

Furthermore
y
 a Working Party was set up to study the question specifically 

mentioned in your letter, that is, the grouping of Member States in regions. In 
its report, which was approved Ъу the General Conference, and which appears in 
doc. 6C/ERG/32 enclosed herewith for your information^ it recommended the grouping 
of Member States in six main geographic regions and outlined the principles which 
should guide the Secretariat in the development of regional activities• 
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DMSSGO 
General Gonferenoe 
Sixth Session 
Programme Commission 

Paris, 3 July I95I 
Original: English 

FIEST EEPOBT OF THE JOINT WORKING PAETY OF THE PROGRAMME COMMISSION 
AND OF THE OFFICIAL AND EXTERNAL RELATIONS COMMISSION 

ON THE GROUPING OF MEMBER STATES BY REGIONS 

The Working Parties set up Ъу the Programme and the Official and External 
Relations Commissions, to consider certain questions concerning Unesco

1

s work in 
the different regions of the world, held two Joint meetings on Saturday

д
 30 June, 

at 3-30 and on Monday
}
 2 July at 9.5〇 a.m.

y
 under the chairmanship of the 

representative of France, Mr. Charles Lucet. 

In order to help the Cotnmission to draw up the lists of States that were to 
be invited to take part in activities contemplated for 1952 which are of interest 
to regional groups, the Working Party defined, on a geographical basis, the six 
main regions in which Unesco

1

s work was being done,viz.^ Africa, Southern Asia 
and the South Pacific, Eastern Asia, Europe, the Western Hemisphere, and the Middle 
East. 

The list of Member States which^ on a geographical basis, it seemed should be 
included in the six regions proposed is contained in the fimnex to this report. 

The Working Party wishes, in this connexion, to draw the attention of the 
Programe and the Official and External Relations Commissions to the following 
points : 

(1) While the geographical criterion should be usefully adopted for the 
purpose of grouping Member States when it is a question of defining the action 
areas of regional offices ahd field science co-operation offices, or of deciding 
on the way in which field projects are to be carried out, it should not be the only 
operative one so far as Unesco

1

 s work in the field of education, science and 
culture is concerned. When the list of States to be invited to take part in any 
given action is drawn up,, it may be useful and necessary to take into account also 
such factors as coromon cultural traditions, common language^ and similarity of 
economic and social conditions. Therefore, МепЪег States should Ъе consulted 
before any final decisions on the subject are taken. 

(2) The Commission recognized that certain States, in virtue of their 
geographical position and their special situation, should be enabled to take part 
in activities in two or more different regions when it is a question of carrying 
out the Programme. 



(5) The Working Party considers that when part of the national territory 
of a Member State or a territory administered Ъу it is in a region other than that 
in vhich the metropolitan territory is situated, such Member State should Ъе 
enabled to take part in activities in that other region. 

(紅 ) F o l l o w i n g decisions which the General Conference would probably take 
regarding the admission of Associate Members, the composition of the various regions 
would probably subsequently be changed. 

(5) As a general rule, the Working Party considers that the development of 
regional activities which might have an exclusive character would be contrary to 
the principles and objectives of Unesco. Representatives of other regions should, 
on request, Ъе given the opportunity of taking part in such activities. 

(6) Owing to the short time available to it, the Working Party was unable 

Г
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o v e considerations, which States should be invited 
to take part in each of the regional activities and meetings planned in the 1952 

It hopes, nevertheless, that this first report will facilitate the Programme 
Commission's task in this respect. 
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ANNEX I 

Suggestions of the Working Party 
as regards the Grouping of Member States 

6C/PRG/32 - page 3 
Annex I 
3 July 1951 

WESTERN BEMISEEtEEE 

Argentine
í
 Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Costa Eica, Cuba, Dominican Republic, 

Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti) Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Peru, Salvador, United States, 
Uruguay, Venezuela. 

БОиТШСЗН ASIA AND SOUTH PACIFIC 

Afghanistan, Australia, Cambodia, Ceylon, India, Indonesia, Laos, New Zealand, 
Pakistan, Philippines, Thailand, Union of Burma, Viet-Nam. 

EASTERN ASIA 

China
д
 Japan, Republic of Korea. 

MIDDLE EAST 

Egypt, Hashemite Jordan, Iraq， Iran, Israel, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, Syria, Turkey, 

i\PEICA , 

Liberia, South Africa. 

EUBOPE 

Austria, Bslgiun, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, France, German Federal Republic, Greece, 
HungaryÍ Italy, Luxembourg, Monaco, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Sweden, Switzerland, 
United Kingdom Yugoslavia. 
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ASSIGNMENT TO REGIONS
: 

Since the distribution of Document EBll/50, the following replies have been 

received from Governments : , 

BURMA - Letter dated 5 December 1952 

Further to my letter No. INT590/Nya dated, the 7 August 1952, regarding rules 

and criteria which should govern the assignment of any territory to a geographical 

area,工 have the honour to furnish the following comments of my Government on the 

plan outlined by the Executive Board, at its tenth Session. 

(a) Health and Technical Aspects a It would be beneficial for a country or 

a territory to be grouped with those having more or less the same standard of 

health, more or less the same problems and where method of approach to those 

problems, technical or otherwise is similar if not the same. 

(b) Economic Aspects including both financial ones and those relating to 

problems of communications: The last two factors mentioned in (a) above depend so 

much on the economy and the Social Aspects of the comnunity that it will not be an 

easy matter to consider them separately. In so far as communication is concerned, 

the vastly improved facilities in travel, transport and communications of the 

present day, appreciable reduction in the time factor and the enforcement of 

International Sanitary Regulations should lead to a change or modification in every 

ones perspective and it m y not be considered vital except, perhaps in exceptional 

circumstances where communication, transport, etc., with adjacent countries are 

considered to be difficult or uneconomical and where such a country could be 

assigned to another region with advantage both to itself and to the region so 

assigned. 



(c) Social Aspects j It cannot be disputed that adjacent countries as a rule 

have a certain amount of influence on one another in matters social, ethical, and 

ethnological and consequently, these points should be given priority wherever assign-

ment of a territory to a region is considered. 

(d) Geographical Aspects} Regions which have so far been defined by the World 

Health Organization seem to be fair and, national countries which are on the border-

line ,may have the option of joining one or the other of the two adjacent regions and 

not any other region which is geographically far and remote. 

(e) Administrative Considerations ； It is presumed that the administration 

contemplated is by a regional office, particularly with regard to the projects spon-

sored by the iTorld Health Organization and other specialized agencies of the United 

Nations. Administration by the Metropolitan Government does not deserve any serious 

consideration. 

(f) Relations between the various regions of the World Health Organization and 

regional agreements concluded by other international organizations» There is not 

much to comment on or make any other suggestion regarding the relations between the 

various regions of the World Health Organization as, so far, such relations have been 

quite happy. Should there by any short-comings, the Director-General could rectify 

them without any difficulty» 

(g) Any lather Considerationst Nil 

(h) Conclusion and recommendations ; There is no special recommendation to be 

made. 

IRELAND - Letter dated 18 December 1952 

The Minister for Health has asked me to refer to your letter (CL.22.1952) of the 

16 July last regarding the determination of rules and criteria for the assignment 

of member states of the Organization to the geographical areas determined in con-

formity with Article 44 of the Constitution. In reply I am to state that it is 

considered that in the case of those regional areas which are based on continents 

which can be reasonably well defined or indicated by physical features, it would seem 



most practicable and expedient that the YJHO region should Ъе identical with the 

corresponding geographical region, "Where, however, there are physical features 

which might justify the sub-division of a continent it is not easy to have regional 

assignments on clear cut principles and it would not seem to be feasible to go further 

than drawing attention to the following points which might be taken into accovint in 

determining the region to which any country in a continent should be assigned. 

(1) The health problems of the coimtries which it is proposed to assign to 

a regional area should be similar. In so far as such problems are determined 

by natural factors such as climate, topography, etc., these factor^ should be 

of assistance in arriving at a decision on an application for assignment to a 

region. 

(2) Full weight should be given to ethnic considerations since solutions 

propounded to health problems which exist in more than one country must have 

regard to the manners and customs of all the nationals concerned. It is clear 

that it is easier to arrive at such general solutions where, the inhabitants of 

a region are racially homogenous and share the same culture» 

It is considered that the Executive BoarcHs review of the existing regional 

arrangements should be based on health, technical, ethnic, geo graphical and admini-

strative considerations, but in the final analysis assignments to regions must have 

regard to facilitating the work of the Organization as a whole and they should, as 

far as possible, be based on such considerations as the general interest and 

efficiency of the Organization which has certain specified tasks to fulfill 

ISRAEL - Letter dated 10 December 1952 

I have the honour to refer to your letter No. CL.22.1952 0D.20 of 16 July 1952 

concerning the study of the E^cutive Board of the rules and criteria for the-

assignment of a territory to a geographical area» 

The Government of Israel is of the opinion that the inethod adopted for the 

assignment, of new member states, associate members and territories must be consistent 

with the general principles laid domi in the Constitution of the TiTorld Health Organ!-

®ation« Therefore, the basic criterion for the assignment of a member or an 



associate member to a region should be the best interests of the health of the people 

of that country. This clearly excludes any considerations of a political nature. 

On examination of the various aspects outlined in the questionnaire, the 

Government of Israel is of the opinion that those relating to geographical and health 

conditions are of primary importance. 

Since a region is primarily a geographical ' conception, it should clearly include 

all member states.situated within its geographical boundaries. In the case of a 

territory situated on the border of two geographical areas, the wish of that country 

to join one region or the other should determine its assignment. 

Moreover, since it may be assumed that the health conditions in any particular 

territo豕y are dependent on and influenced by the prevalence of similar factors in 

other territories of the geographical area in which it is situated, the consideration 

of health aspects should be of equal importance in establishing the criteria for the 

assignment of territories to a region. The control and prevention of disease in a 

given area can best be undertaken by the co-ordinated efforts of countries faced with 

similar problems which derive from similar ecological conditions» Furthermore, in 

a region formed on a geographical basis, the, full utilization of research and training 

institutions in the area will be facilitatedc 

In the view of the Government of Israel, consideration of any other factors 

would lead to the creation of artifical aggregations of countries joined together by-

common factors which have little concern with health. The countries in such aggre-

gations might well be geographically distant from one another and- possessed of totally 

different health conditions； Rather than hâve the regional principle, distorted by 

the artificial creation of regions formed on the basis of political,, cultural, 

economic, social, religious or ethrric criteria， the Government- of Israel would prefer 

to see it abandoned altogether® 

‘• ‘ . . • 

LEBANON - Letter dated 18 December 1952 

With reference to your Circular Letter Q^22。1952.GXD.J50of 16 July 1952，concern-

ing resolution A5/R/43 approved b y the Fifth World Health Assembly, I have the honour 

to inform you that a preparatory meeting was held under the au&pices of this 



Department to determine rules and criteria permitting the assignment of Member States, 

Associate Members and territories or groups of territories to the geographical areas 

determined in conformity with Article 44 of the Constitution. The unanimous opinion 

•was that in doing this, maximum imp.ortance ¿hould be attached to the following factors I 

(a) health and technical aspects； 

(b) economic aspects； 

(c) social aspects； 

(d) geographical aspects； 

in the order in viiich they are. given on page 3 of the above-mentioned Circular. Letter, 

only subsidiary attention being paid to the remaining factors (e), (f) and (g). 

After considering these aspects it should be possible to decide on the policy 

to be followed; however, if the position remains undecided even aft^r consideration 

of thesô points, the three remaining factors should then be examined^ 

NEW ZEALAND - Letter dated 29 December 1952 

I have the honour to refer to your letter of 16 July last ( 0 Î - » ODJSO)oone©ming 

the study of the rules and criteria for determining assignment of territories to 

regions within the World Health Organization. It appears to the New Zealand Govern-

ment that there are three basic criteria to which reference might appropriately be 

made in determining the regions to which territories should belong, via. 

(a) geographical position 

(b) community of health problems 

(c) wishes of the state concerned 

It is appreciated that these considerations do not fall within the list of 

factors outlined in your letter of 16 July» 



SOUTH AFRICA ， Letter dated 6 December 1952 

Rules and Criteria? Assignment of Member States, Associate Members or 乂 
Territories or Groups of Territories to Regions 

With reference to your letter CL.¿2 1952 over CD 20 of the 16 July 1952, I have 

to inform you that the Union is of the opinion that the points enumerated on page Э 

thereof do not provide a suitable basis for determining, through the machinery of the 

World Health Organization, the assignment of Member States, Associate Members or 

territories or groups of territories to a Region of the Organization. In this 

connexion it is considered that the only criterion which should determine such assign-

mervt should be the wishes of the Government of the territory concerned, or, in the 

case of a territory not having responsibility for the conduct of its international 

relations, of the.country responsible for those relations, provided only that the 

desired assignment jLs administratively practicable from the point of view of the World 

Health Organization. 
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ASSIGNMENT TO BEGIONS 

Since the distribution of Document EBll/50 Add.l^ the following replies 

have been received from Governments : 

AUSTRALIA - Letter dated 23 December 1952 

I have the honour to refer to your letter Wo. CL.22 1952 0D..20 of 

16th July， concerning the criteria to Ъе observed in assigning a territory to 

a region of the World Health Organization. 

The Commonwealth Government is of the opinion that the only criterion 

which should determine such assignment should be the wishes of the Government 

of the territory concerned, or, in the case of a territory not having 

responsibility for its international relations, of the country responsible for 

those relations, provided only that the desired assignment is administratively 

practicable from the point of view of WHO. 

EGYPT - Letter received on 12 January 1953 

With reference to your letter CL.22 1952 0D.20, of l6 July 1932, relating 

to the resolution adopted 01a 21 May 1952 by the Fifth World Health Assembly 

on the subject of rules and criteria which permit the assignment of Member States, 

Associate Members, and territories or groups of territories to the geographical 

areas determined in conformity with Article of the Constitution, I have the 

honour to inform you that the Egyptian Government is of the opinion that the 

rules and criteria in question should Ъе: 

I. Similarity of social conditions. These are determined mainly Ъу the 

financial and cultural level of the majority of the population and Ъу the 

predominant occupation, i.e. either agricultural, industrial or commercial. 



In fact, social conditions are similar in territories where the position of most 

of the people, from these points of view, is nearly identical, since living 

standards, as reflected in housing, nutrition and clothing, are almost the same 

in such territories. 

In view of the close relationship between these factors and the health of 

a people, the health problems in such territories will Ъе similar. 

II. Similarity of climate, on condition that countries are geographical 

neighbours, seeing that territories with similar climates are affected Ъу the 

same epidemic and endemic diseases. Nevertheless, apart from similarity of 

climate, it is only reasonable to consider also whether such territories are 

geographical neighbours. 

III. Natural harmony between members of the same Regional Office. This 

harmony, which is a prerequisite for close co-operation between members of the 

same Office in the solution of health problems, must be based above all on unity 

of race, religion and language as well as of customs and traditions. 
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Since the distribution of Document EBll/50 Add,2, the following replies 

have been received from Governmentsí 

ШШЕШК - Letter dated 14 January 1953 

Kith reference to your letter of 16th July, 1952 (C.L. 22 1952. 0.D.20) 

concerning the criteria for the assignment of territories to the geographical 

areas iJhich form the basis for the regional division,工 have the honour to 

inform you that, in the opinion of the Danish governmentj it should Ъе a 

general rule that particular consideration be given to the desires of ths State 

having the responsibility for the foreign affairs of the territory in question. 

He gar din g the various aspects enumorated in your letter 工 beg to make the 

following remarksj 

Re (a) health and technical aspects. 

The health problems, including the question of improving hygiene and 

especially the combating of infectious disease should be more or less the same in 

the particular territory as in the region to which it desires to be assigned^ or 

at any rate should not be unfamiliar to all or the majority of the lands -within 

the region. Especially with regard to epidemic diseases it is suggested that 

as help from VfflO for fighting a sudden epidemic must come through ths region to 

which the territory is assigned, it will be natural that this region is in fact 

that which comprises the countries to which the spreading of the epidemic is par-

ticularly to be feared. It must naturally be realized that in this as well as 

in the other "aspects" there is only question of a factor ivhich must be considered 

along 7/ith and determined in conjunction with the other factors that may present 

themselves for consideration. 



re (b) economic aspects^ including both financial ones and those 
relating to problems of communication. 

It should be correct to give serious consideration to whether the territory 

exclusively or predominantly has its communications - the movement of both goods 

and persons 一 with the one or the other of the regions that may come into question* 

If this is the case it constitutes an association that makes it natural for the 

population and the administration within that territory to feel particularly 

attached to the region with which the connexion is especially close, which again 

makes a co-operation through WHO with this region desirable
e 

re (c) social aspects, and (d) geggraphlcal asp冊"ts. 

It is extremely difficult quite theoretically to set up certain criteria here, 

the economic, social and geographical aspects being closely connected。 Normally^ 

a given territory will feel especially attached to the region with lAàiich it has 

particularly easy geographical communication and with the populations of 她ose 

countries it is of the same standing by being of the same race, descent，social 

development^ etc. Naturally, all these factors need not point in the same direction; 

the same race and religion of course need not mean the same' social development^ and 

even if this should be the oB.se^ geographical and administrative considerations may 

have to be taken into accounta 

However^ it will be reasonable to urge that a territory should not be 

assigned to a region where there are geographical conditions making communication 

between the territory and the region and the latter
f

 s regional office particularly 

difficult. 

re (e) admini s tra t i ve considerations. . 

The Danish government cannot but regard it as being of great importance that, 

v/hen assigning a territory to a geographical area^ suitable consideration be given 

to the administrative aspect® It will therefore be regarded as particularly 

practical to the greatest possible extent to assign a territory to the same region 

as the country which has the care of the foreign affairs of that territory. This 

view-point will often lead to the same result as those referred to under (b) 一 (d). 



relations between the various regions of WHO and regional. 
agreements concluded by other international organizations. 

It will undoubtedly facilitate greatly the collaboration between the United 

Nations family if, within UN
1

s special organizations and other inter-governmental 

organizations in which a regional system has been evolved^ a system could be devised 

whereby the regions coincide as far as possible； it will often happen that 1/ÏH0 

collaborates with other inter-governmental organizations on seminars, health 

demonstration projects^ ete-

re (g) any other considerations and (h) conclusions and re coime ndations • 

The Danish government has been unable on a theoretical basis to submit other 

criteria or to draw any conclusions ór make suggestions• As already stated, each 

of the various aspects has its signification; they will often in concrete cases 

point in the same direction^ and sometimes each in its own direction; but it 

seems natural to point out in advance that on practical grounds as far as possible 

the preponderant consideration must be to delimit the regions in such a manner as 

to form an administrative and comraanicative "whole，and that the main health 

problems presenting themselves are of a more or less homogeneous character. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Letter dated 16 January 1953 

工 am pleased to present the views of this Government with respect to the 

formulation of rules and criteria which might be applied in determining the assign-

ment of any territory to a geographic area for purposes of regional organization. 

At the outset it would seem reasonable to assume that, except for deviations 

which were made to meet special conditions and needs, general principles relating 

to geographic contiguity, the expectation that similar health conditions and problems 

would exist in given areas because of such contiguity
д
 and similar factors were 

applied in the original delineation of the geographic areas, even where they were 

not explicitly enumerated. Similar considerations were undoubtedly taken into 

account in assigning， to regional organizations, countries or territories #iich 

entered the Organization after the original assignments had been made. As was 

noted above
9
 however, the application of these principles has always been extremely 

e (f) 
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flexible, a major consideration at all times being the wishes or preference of the 

country involved. It would appear highly undesirable that any rigid set of 

criteria should be adopted which would remove this flexibility. 

It seems reasonable to assume that these same factors will continue to be 

applied in the future even if they are not enumerated. There would, therefore, 

appear to be no need to define the criteria which the Assembly should apply in 

determining the assignment of territories to geographic areas for purposes of 

regional organization. Should it be the'view of the Executive Board, however, 

that criteria should be established for this purpose, the list contained in 

your letter of July 16, 1952 would appear to include, in general terms, the 

factors which have been applied in the past. Two somewhat more specific factors 

which, although they are undoubtedly covered within the general items listed, 

seem to this Government to be worthy of individual mention, and which the Board 

might wish to consider including in any listing of criteria, relate to the 

similarity of health conditions and the availability of transportation and 

communications facilities. It is this Government's view, however, that no set 

of criteria should be adopted which would remove the flexibility mentioned above. 


